**Across**

4. I think of ____ as East to West.
8. Food and water are ____ to survival.
11. People go to ____ regions to ski.
14. The wind and rain made the picnic a ____ event.
15. We studied the ____ life of wolf packs.
16. He is too old for such a ____ prank.
17. Some ____ grass looks almost real.
18. Avoid people who have ____ illnesses.
19. Our daily visits are now only ____.

**Down**

1. Water is rare and ____ in dry areas.
2. Thin and ____ glass breaks easily.
3. Running three miles is ____ exercise.
5. That ____ bear is taller than the bus!
6. Be alert and ____ crossing the road.
7. A ____ slope is easier to climb than a steep hill.
9. A judge must be fair and ____.
10. We laughed at her ____ duck costume.
11. Has her wheelchair made her more ____?
12. The deer is an ____ and graceful animal.
13. He was so upset that he became ____.